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Preface

For his lectures at the Tongji University in Shanghai and at other
institutions in China in November — December 1981, Peter Meissl prepared a set
of lecture notes on contemporary least—squares adjustment and applications.
Subsequently he worked on correcting and expanding them, but this was
interrupted by his tragic death on May 22, 1982. (For Peter Meissi’s life and
work, the reader is referred to his biography by Franz Ailmer, Mitteilungen der
geodatischen Institute der Technischen Universität Graz, Folge 44, t983.)

In view of the unique importance of this work, the Institute of Theoretical
Geodesy decided to edit the manuscript posthumously and to publish the book in
the series of the Geodetic Institutes of the Technical University, Graz,
although Peter Meiss] himself would certainly have included additional topics
such as inner adjustment theory, expanded others such as the theory of large
networks, and polished the manuscript much more before being satisfied with its
publication.

The finishing of the book is due to Peter Meissl’s closest associates:
Dr. Norbert Bartelme, Dr. Helmut Fuchs, Dr. Bernhard Hofmann—Wellenhof,
DipJ.—Ing. Wolf—Dieter Schuh and Dipl.—Ing. Manfred Wieser. In addition to being
responsible for the careful editing of the manuscript, they also prepared the
printing text using the word processing facilities of the computer
WANG 2200 MVP.

A glance at the table of contents shows that this book is a thoroughly
modern text on least—squares adjustment. In the contemporary spirit, the usual
linear algebra is treated in the context of general linear spaces, which makes
possible an easy transition to Hubert space important for advanced topics. Also
modern is the division into an algebraic and geometric approach (without
statistics) and a stochastic approach, including statistical tests. Applications
to Doppler observations, large networks, geodetic data bases, and splines
essentially increase the practical usefulness. Although the book develops
adjustment theory in a systematic and self—contained way, it will be best
appreciated by readers who already have some elementary previous knowledge’of
adjustment computations.

The book needs no recommendation. Both students and research workers will
find it indispensable. It is a fitting memorial of a great scientist.

Helmut Moritz
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C. CONFIDENCE REGIONS AND TESTS OF LINEAR HYPOTHESES

1. Probability distributions used in statistical tests.

Li. One dimensional Gauss distribution (normal distribution).

Let X be a one— dimensional random variable having the probability density

f(x) ç=— expf_ (x—L)2)

One can prove that

Efi) I x 1(x) dx =

2(x)
=

(x- 1(x) dx =

Hence is the expectation or mean value of X, cr is its variance. The square

root of 2 is denoted . It is called standard deviation.

The graph of 1(x) is bell— shaped:

f CX)
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Remark: It is frequently assumed that observation errors are normally

distributed. There is no completely rigorous justification for this assumption.

However strong support comes from the centra] ]itnit theorem of probability

theory. It can be shown that the sum of a large number of small random variables

has a tendency to be normally distributed. This holds under fairly genera]

assumptions. The small elementary random effects may be arbitrarily distributed.

Important special case: The normalized Gauss distribution. It relies on the

special choice

0, = 1

consequently

ffx) exp
—

All tabulations of the Gauss distribution refer to the normalized case. That

this is completely sufficient is demonstrated by the following example. Suppose

that the Gauss distribution under consideration is not normalized, and suppose

that one wishes to calculate the probability of X

p{ X =f exp(- (x)2) dx

One changes integration variables

i.e. xj÷

C – 2
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One obtains

2
p{x}= f exp(-f-)

It is seen that one calculates the probability

<

thereby S has the normalized Gauss distribution. In tabulation one usually finds

values of the distribution function

F(x) = expf- ) d

Hence

p{ X Ff) — Ff)

Remark: The probability of the event

—k X—

deTends on k only. It equals the probability of

—k S +k

where S has the normalized Gauss distribution.

C – 3
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Usually one focuses interest on the complementary event, i.e.

IX—I > k

The probability of X— exceeding the k— limits is small for moderately large k.

For k3 one obtains

p{IX—I > 3i) 0.0027

This is about 3 parts per thousand.

Example: Although we ate currently collecting the theoretical ingredients needed

for statistical tests to be described in detail later on, we briefly pause,

taking a look at a very simple example of a statistical test.

Suppose that a carefully maintained base line is known to have a length of

151.723 m. This value has been verified so many times that we regard it as free

of any error. Suppose that a newly delivered distance meter gives a reading of

151.745. The manufacturers specified a standard deviation (root mean square

error) of 5 mm, if the distance is in the range of 150 m. We make the following

hypothesis: (1) The distance meter is free of any systematic error. (2) No

severe blunder occurred during the measurement. (3) The r.m.s. error of 5 mm

specified by the company is correct. (4) The observations are normally

distributed.

C – 4
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We test the hypothesis as fo]lows. If it is true, our observation is normally

distributed with mean 151.723 and standard deviation 5 nm. The observed value

151.745 is outside the 3— boundaries (which are 151.723 ± 0.015 151.708 and

151.738 respectively). Hence we reject the hypothesis.

Statistical tests to be described later are modelled after this simple case.

However the distribution functions involved are more complicated, and we have to

learn mote about them. Nevertheless, some preliminary questions are posed here:

*) Why do we choose the critical area of rejection as IX—I > 3c, and not

otherwise, for example as X— > 3, or even as IX—I > some constant?

*) A not rejected hypothesis is not always considered as accepted without

reservations. Additional information may lead to rejection at a later time.

iE) The probability of rejecting a true hypothesis is in our case given by

0.0027. A mote difficult question js: How large is the probability to accept a

wrong hypothesis. Obviously the probability depends on wrong the hypothesis

is.

1.2. The multidimensional Gauss distribution (normal distribution).

Let the random variable X be n— dimensional having a density function:

ftx) f(x11. ..,x)

C – 5
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(2)n/2 lAl2 exp- a1 txj-1) (x-)

f2z)fl12
Al112 exp(— - fx_)T A tx—p.))

Thereby the matrix A = (a1) is symmetric and positive definite. The symbol IA!

denotes the determinant of A, which is positive. The vector

p. (i’.’)T

can be verified to be the vector of mean values

EfX) = p.

The inverse

=

can be verified to be the covariance matrix of X

(X) = = A1

Remark: The case n=1 reduces to the one— dimensional Gauss distribution

described in the previous section. Just identify pp.1, a11t2.

C – 6
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Theorems on the multidimensional Gauss distribution: Cwithout proofs)

(1) Marginal distribution. Each component X. of X can be viewed as a one—

dimensiona] random variable (cf. section 8.2.5.). As such, X1 has a one—

dimensional Gauss distribution with mean EtX1)
=

and variance 2(X1)

the i—th diagonal element of Z.

Mote generally: Partition X as

= X1)

X(2)

where X(1) and X(2) are vectors of size n1 , n n1÷n2n.

Partition j.L, accordingly

I) II Z12

.L(2) 2l 22

Then X1 has an n.— dimensional Gauss distribution with mean and covariance

matrix :jj; i1,2

ffx(1)) =

n./2 expf- fx1,- (1))T A1 (X()-())),

(2%) 1

A1
=

, 1=1,2

C – 7
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(2) Linear functions of normally distributed random variables. Let

Y8X÷b

be a linear, inhomogeneous function of X, which is assumed normally distributed

with EfX), fX)=Z. Then Y is also normally distributed with

EfY) = + b, ZfY) BZfX)BT

Note that E(Y), YfY) follow from the propagation laws for expectations and

covariances given in section 8.3.7.

(3) Meaning of zero correlation in case of normally distributed random

variables. Assume that =ZfX) is of the form

t1
22 0 0

=

0 . 0
nn n2

Then the components of X are mutually uncorrelated. As a consequence

2a11
a22 0 lId2 0

A=rI= .

0 . 0

C – 8
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The probabilty density presents itself as

f(x) exp-
fx-1)2

This is true because

Al = [i2 O’2

and

expf- fx)T A1 fx-)] = exp- a (x_1)2

— 1

_________

-

exp— 2
1:1

It is seen that ffx) decomposes as

f(x) f(1)fx1) f(2)(x2)
...

f(x)

where f()fx) is the marginal density of the component X. In view of section

8.2.6. we recognize that the components X. of X are mutually stochastically

independent.

Thus: In case of normally distributed random variables zero correlation means

stochastic independence.

C – 9
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This generalizes to the following situation. Split X, again as

1(1) Lf 1)
X , I.L

Xf2) f.Lf2)

Assume that Z is of the form

Eli U

0

Then the random variables Xf;), X(2), whose marginal densities f(1)(xf1j,

ff2(xf2)) have been specified under (1), are independent. It holds that

ffx)ff1)(x(1))ff2)(xf2))

Remark: An important special case arises if 0, i*j. The

components X. of X are then identically and independently distributed. We have

io, Any component has the Gauss distribution with mean zero and variance

2 If observations of the same kind are taken under identical circumstances,

then the observation errors are frequently assumed to be distributed in this

way.

13. The chi— squared distribution f2_ distribution).

Let X1,.. .,X be mutually independent and normally distributed random variables,

having mean E(Xj=0 and d2(X1)1. Thus any X has the norma]ized Gauss

C – 10
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distribution, and the random vector x(x11. .
,xjr has mean and covariance

matrix given by

EfX) 0, tX) = I

We consider the function of X

fX) = X12 + 12 + ...
+ x2

This is a nonlinear function which may also be written as

XTX

The random variable has a distribution which is called chi— squared (z2J
distribution with n degrees of freedom. An analytical expression may be

specified, but is not needed here. It holds that

E(z2) = n

f2) 2n

The proof of E(2)=n is easy: Since any X1 has the normalized Gauss

distribution, we have E(XJ0 and

E(X2) = = =1

C – 11
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Hence the random variable X12 has expectation E(X12J=1. The random variable

is the sum of n such random variables. Hence its expectation must be n— times as

large (Remember: the expectation operator is linear; cf. section B.3.7.).

The distribution functions F 2 Cx) are tabulated for moderately large values of

n (n<200, for example). For large values of n, F 2 fx) approximates a Gauss
Zn

distribution with mean n and variance 2n.

Note that x2O. Hence F 2 fx)0 for x<O.
Zn

1.4. Student’s distribution Ct— distribution).

Let X1, iDl,...,n again be random variables being mutually independent, and

obeying the normalized Gauss distribution. Let Y be another random variable

having the normalized Gauss distribution, and let Y be independent of any X.

Thus the partitioned random vector

x —

Y
—.

has expectation and covariance given by

I I
E =0, =1

Y YJ

C – 12
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We consider the function

= (x12÷x22+.. .+Xn2)tn

The distribution of this nonlinear function t of X, Y is called Student’s

distributIon, or t— distribution with n degrees of freedom.

Remark: Note that the denominator can be written as

I(x12÷.. .÷x2)/n = z2/n

where is a random variable having the z2— distribution introduced in the

previous subsection.

Student’s distribution has a density whose analytical representation is not

given here. It is symmetric with respect to the origin t=O. The distribution

function is tabulated for moderately large n (again, n<200 is reasonable). For

large n it approximates the normalized Gauss distribution.

1.5. Fisher’s distribution (F— distribution).

Let X1,.. .,X, Y11. . .,Y be mutually independent random variables having the

normalized Gauss distribution. The quantity

F
= .+X2)/m

m,n f2+

C – 13
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is a random variable whose distribution is called Fisher’s F— distribution with

m and n degrees of freedom.

Remark: Note that is represented as

F - 2fm
m,n

—

i.e.as the quotient of two normalized and independent — distributed random

variables having m and n degrees of freedom.

The F— distribution is tabulated for moderately large n and m tn,in<200, say). if

n becomes very large, the denominator can be considered to be a constant with

value 1. The numerator is then z divided by m. If ni becomes very large, the

argument can be applied to l/FmnFnm.

C – 14
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2. Canonical transformation.

2.1. Preliminaries.

We consider an adjustment problem in the Gauss— Markoff form

E(2) Ax,

Alternatively, we also consider the conventional form

= Ax, (2)

which shows the corrections explicitely. We assume 2 of dimension n, x of

dimension in, such that A is an n*m matrix, whereby rn<n and ranktA)m.

We subject the problem to a series of transformations such that from the final

appearance nt only the solution can be read off immediately, but also various

statistical quantities needed in tests to be described later. Our transformation

will be a more sophisticated version of the transformation described in section

A.8.5. It will only serve the purpose of mathematical proofs and theoretical

insight. In practical application such transformations are never carried out

explicitely.

Our transformations will not only involve the quantities 2, v, Ax, , showing

up in the above problem formulation. We also consider a set of p linear

functi onals

C – 15
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4) =

defined on the subspace LA which is spanned by the columns of . The rows of the

pm matrix 4) represent linear functions of the unknown parameters x.

Statistical tests to be described later will be concerned with hypotheses like

= C

where c is a vector of p constants.

2.2. Making the functionals a part of the parameters.

We augment the p*ni matrix by an (m—p)*m matrix ‘P such that

becomes an m*m regular matrix. We introduce new parameters

yl
y=

by

y Cx, or y1 4)x, y2 = ‘Px

C – 16
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x C1y

- C.2.3 -

and our adjustment problem transforms as

or

or

2+v = ACy

1÷v = Ay,

1+v = A1y1

A = AC1

+ A2y2

The first set of parameters refers now directly to the p functionals: y1=x.

2.3. Orthogonal decomposition of the space LA.

As usual, we view the realizations of 2, as well as ZE(2), the columns of A, A,

as members of an inner product space L. The inner product is represented by

p =

Note that A and A span the subspace LA

of those of A). In an analogous way as

reduction, we decompose the space LAzL

and L. The only change with respect to

over the A11s, and an interchange of the

(the columns of A are linear combinations

described in section A.93. on partial

into ortho— complementary subspaces L

section A.9.3. is an additional overbar

subscripts 1 and 2. As we know from the

C – 17
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cited section, the orthogona] decomposition goes along with a parameter

transfortnati on

yl yl

Z2 - (A2TPA2)’ A2TPA1

The result is the transformed problem

2+v = A1y1 + A2z2,

with

= A1 - A2 (ATPA)1 A2TPA1 = (i - A1

and

ATPA 0

2.4. Orthogonal decomposition of L into LA and L8.

Such a transformation has been used in several earlier sections. It is

accomplished by

1 A2, B) 2’

or

(1TPAj’

1 = 22’ = (A2TPA2) A2TP

2

C – 18
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Shortly

1’’ = 52

The matrix B fulfills ATPB=O, and also A1TpB=o, A2TPB=O. Our adjustment problem

transforms into

(ATp)_t o o
= z2 , o (ATPA]_t

3l+v3’ = o o o (BTPB[_t

Already at this step we see that the best estimates and corrections are

Vt’= 0

Z2 22, V2 = 0

— —13_ 3

Remark: Recall the geometric interpretation of this transformation. A new basis

is chosen in L. The new basis is the union of bases in L , L— , L . These 3A1 A2 B

subspaces are orthogonal. The inner product in L was represented by P with

respect to the old bases. With respect to the new bases it is represented by

TPA o o

P’= o ATPAO

0 0 BTPB

C – 19
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The reproducing kernel is represented by

QI = (p1)I

Consequently

Q12

Note also the validity of the error propagation law:

= S2, Zf2’) = SZ(2)ST () =

2.5. Orthonornializing the bases of the subspaces.

Let V be a vector space1 let e11. . . ,e be a basis, and let the positive definite

niatrix G represent the inner product. As outlined in section A.4.7., a set of

orthonormal vectors e1,. ..,e’ may be derived. If these vectors are chosen as

new basis vectors, the coordinates of vectors transform as

x = Rx’

(The earlier notation used in section A.3.2., paragraph (6) was xoLDAxNEw.)

The inner product with respect to the new basis is represented by the identity

matrix

= I

C – 20
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We see that G is represented as

= RTR

Remark: There is a very old, very practical and well— known procedure to compute

the matrix G. It is the method by Cholesky. R is the Cholesky— factor of G. R is

an upper triangular matrix fcf. section D.3.).

The inner products in our 3 subspaces L, L, LB are represented by

AL PAL

= BTPB

We factorize these matrices as

T

I
- R2 R2

T
3_ 3 3

We accordingly transform the observations by

=

0 II 0 I

Z2 ‘2 2

2 —3 -

R3 3

C – 21
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Shortly

II Sill

Our adjustment problem transforms into

= R1y1 I 0 0

= R2z2 = 0 I 0

= 0 13 0 0

Remark: The described transformations imply an alternative form of the final

stage given by

E(21) R1y1

R2z2

E(3lt) 0

with Ytl”) as given above.

The solution is

y1 R1121”, v1” 0

z2 = R2122t1, v21’ 0

II
— _

II
Y3

—

13

C – 22
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The covariances of the various quantities are

—I —1 T 2 T —I 2 —1 2
y1 = a = R1 R1 a = a

T —1 2R2R2 a

= I a2

Because a change of basis in L amounts to an isometric transformation (cf.

section A.8.4.2.), we have

11v112 v’Pv 11v3”112 fl13”112
f211)T211

Because y1=x, we see that y1 is the BLUE for the functionals On the other

hand, the BLUE for x can also be obtained conventionally by adjusting for the

x’s directly

x = (A’PA)’ ATpP

with

(x) (ATPA)I a2

and

yl =

with

= Zfx) = f ATPA) lT a2

C – 23
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Thus we see

Gll =

This formula will help us to utilize the insight gained through canonical

transformation without actually performing this transformations in practical

calculations.

C – 24
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3. Distribution of various quantities resulting from a least squares

4justment.

3.1. The joint distribution of BLUE’S and of the residuals.

We now make the decisive assumption that the observations 1 are normally

distributed. Thus the vector 2 is assumed to have an n— dimensional Gauss

distribution with mean E(2)1,=Ax and covariance matrix f2)Q2.

We see that the mean is specified in terms of m unknown parameters x. The

covariance may also have an unknown parameter, namely . However, may also

be assumed to be known.

The best estimates of functionals 4x are given by

= = (A’PA)’A’P2

The residuals are given by

v = -(i - A(ATPA)ATP) 2

as well as v ate linear functions of the observation 2. Hence they are also

normally distributed (cf. section 1.2., paragraph (2)). In order to specify

their multidimensional normal distribution, it suffices to specify the vector of

expectations and the covariance matrix. Because the are BLUE’s we have

E() = =
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This may also be verified directly. On the other hand

E(v) 0

as one recognizes by applying the E— operator to the above expressions for v and

by recalling Ef2)Ax.

A straightforward application of the error propagation law (for covariances)

yields:

fATPA)_l 0

v 0 Q—AfA’PA)’A’

It is seen that the BLUE’s and the residuals v are uncorrelated and, since

we deal with normal distributions, stochastically independent.

3.2. Distribution of the “weighted sum of residuals”.

The quantity

vTPv

is the quantity which is minimized during least squares adjustment. Its

distribution will now be specified.

Theorem: The quantity
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vpv pvv
iI ]I

has a x2ri— distribution, i.e. a z2— distribution with n—rn degrees of freedom.

Remark: n is the number of observations, rn is the number of unknown parameters;

hence

n-rn

is the number of redundant observations.

Proof: We refer to section 2.5. There the equation

v’Pv) = fi1)T2c1

was listed. The vector 23” has n—rn components. The expectation of 23” is zero

(this is stated in remark within section 2.5.).

The covariance of 23” is t2. Hence the covariance of (1I)13” is I. It follows

that

I ,, T — I I,,
3 13 — V rV

is a sum of squares of n—rn independent random variables having a normalized

Gauss distribution. Thus the sum has the distribution. Confer the

definition of in section 1.3.
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3.3. Expressions in 4 and v having the or the F— distribution.

The following theorem is fundamental for statistical tests of linear hypotheses.

Theorem: Let Q be the BLUE for x, where is a p*in matrix. Denote

C =

Then

f-c) ffATPA)_t,T) f—c)

has a %2_ distribution with p degrees of freedom. Furthermore

F
— f$x—c)T (Ø(ATPA) t,T) 1 ($x—c)/p

p,n—m
— (vTPv)Jn—i

has an F— distribution with p and n—rn degrees of freedom.

Remark: The quantity c=x is unknown because the x are unknown. Hence and

Fpn_m involve the unknown quantity c. However the distribution of and

is known. In later sections hypothetical values for c will be specified,

and these hypotheses will be tested using the specified expressions and their

distributions.

Proof: In section 2.5. we have seen that
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=

E121”) = R1y1 R1x R1c

=

Hence

.1.... 1T [11’’—Ef1’’)1

is a sum of squares of p independent random variables (the components of

f1/d)[21”—E(21”)I), having the normalized Gauss distribution. By the definition

of the x2— distribution, the above expression is a x. Substituting for and

E(21”) we obtain

1. (1—1C)’ (R1—R;c) =

i (—c) R11R1 (—c)

In section 2.5. it was noted that

R1TR1 = f,fATPA)_tT)_t

This proves the assertion on

The assertion on Fpn_m is proved similarly by noting that fl!o’)[11”—Ef11”)I and

f1/d)23” represent p + n—tn random variables having the normalized Gauss

distribution.
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Hence

F
[11”-Ef11”)]’ [1;”-E(Ii”)JIp

p,n—m (luTtIi}iffl_m)

has the F— distribution with p and n—rn degrees of freedom. Recalling that

23i)T23iivTp makes the proof complete.

Theorem: (Alternative representation of the quantities x2, and F nm specified

in the previous theorem.) Let v be the residuals of the adjustment problem

D÷v Ax, Z(2) 0d2

Let v be the residuals of this adjustment problem augmented by p additional

constraints:

1÷v Ax,

C =

Here c is viewed as a vector of constants (the constraints may e.g. be used to

reduce the number of parameters). Then

(_c)T ffATPA) ) (—c) v’Pv
— vTpv

Hence

= L fvcTpvc_vTpv)

and
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- (v’Pv-v’Pv)fp

— (v Pv)f (n—rn)

are the same quantities as those listed in the preceding theorem.

Remark: The newly specified expressions for x and F nm are frequently easier

to calculate by means of available computer programs for least squares

adjustment.

Proof: Just note from the canonical transformation that

vTpv = (211)T211

Next we must show that

vcTpvc fII_Rc)T (1’Rc) +

This expression is verified by noting that the canonical transformation of the

modified problem is

II It —

R2z2 ,

3II+v3II 0

The obvious solution of this problem is
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Vi” = -(2 “-R1c)

z2 R2122, v2 = 0

— 1 II

3_ 3

Due to isometry we have vcTpvc(vul)Tvht. Thus

vcTpvc = f2hI..Rc)T f1”Rc) + f211)T211

and the proof is completed by plugging it into the proof at the preceding

theorem.

3.4. Expressions in and v having the t— distribution.

A random variable Fin_rn having the F— distribution with I and n—rn degrees of

freedom can be seen as the square of a random variable tn_rn having the t—

distribution with n—rn degrees of freedom. Hence the following theorem is very

closely related to the second assertion of the first theorem of the preceding

section. In the following theorem we assume p1, and we write x as

Theorem: Let ..4,Tx be a linear function of the unknowns and let be its

BLUE. Put

= c

Then

n-rn T(ATpA)-I fvTpv)/nrn

has the t— distribution with n—rn degrees of freedom.
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Proof: Replace in section 2 the quantity x by Tx everywhere. Then has only

one component. It follows that

E 1

is a Resubstituting for 2 and 2 gives the stated expression.
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4. Confidence regions.

4.1. Confidence intervals for one— dimensional Gauss variables.

Suppose that X has the one— dimensional Gauss distribution with unknown

expectation iE(X) and known standard deviation c(X). As described in section

1.1., a transformation is made whose effect is a replacement of X by a random

variable

having the normalized Gauss distribution. One specifies a certain probabiltiy

which is usually chosen close to 1. Values of ft=O.9, O.95, O.99 are common

choices. The probability ft is called confidence level. Using a table of the

normalized Gauss distribution, one determines k such that

p{—k S kj =

This is equivalent to

ni—k <-cktL

or

p{X—k X÷k} ft

It is seen that an interval has been specified whose boundaries are random

variables. The interval covers the unknown expectation with a prescribed

probability ft. The interval carries the name confidence interval.
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4.2. Application to the Gauss— Markoff model with known unit weight error.

Consider the familiar Gauss— Markoff model

Ef2) Ax, () p

Assume that is known. Hence sf2) is completely known. Consider a functional 0

and its BLUE

The distribution of is a Gauss distribution with unknown expectation

Ef) p0Tx

and with standard deviation

f) OT(ATPA)...I0

The previous subsection describes how to specify a confidence interval for 0:

Choose a confidence level , ask a table or a computer for k, and specify the

interval

— k oTfATpA)_bo + k T(ATpA)-lo

or
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D—kc()

It covers the unknown value with a probability .

A special choice is the j—th row of the unit matrix:

In this case

= Ix = xj

the j—th component of the vector of unknown parameters. It holds that

T(ATpA)—% 2

where q is the j—th diagonal element of the inverse normal equation matrix
‘ii

= fATPA)_t

The confidence interval is

or

x3 — k x x3 + k

— k() x3 + k()

Another special choice of cP S:
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(a1, ... , a)

i.e. the i—th row of the design matrix A. In this way, one can derive a

confidence interval for the i—th component Z1 of the vector

Ef2)

Remark: Nobody can prevent a person from specifying confidence intervals for a

multitude of functionals For example confidence intervals for all

parameters x1, i1,. ..,m and/or for all observables 11, i1,. ..,n could be

computed and displayed. One has to be careful not to interpret these confidence

intervals and their associated confidence levels in a wrong way. In order to

illustrate possible pitfalls, assume 2 confidence intervals, one for x1, the

first parameter, and one for x2, the second parameter. We then have

p{ — k(1) + kf1)}

— kf2) x2 ÷ k(2)} =

The meaning of these equations is the following one. Suppose that the process of

taking observations 1 and computing estimates is repeated N times, where N is

large. Then approximately in N cases the first confidence interval covers x1,

and also in N cases the second interval covers x2. It is however not clear in

how many cases both intervals cover appropriate values simultaneously. Thus the
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probability of the joint event

— k(1) ÷ k(1), 2 — k(2) +

is unknown. This probability would be if and were independent. It would

be , if they were completely dependent (i.e. if x2 were a function of

Generally and x2 are correlated. Hence the probability for the joint event is

somewhere between the specified limits. We shall see later how ellipsoidal

confidence regions can be specified which covet both x1 and x2 with a pre—

specified probability .

4.3. Studentization.

Consider now the Gauss— Markoff model

EU) Ax,

where is now assumed as unknown. If pTx is a functional, then its BLUE is

as before. The variance is
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It is unknown, because o is unknown. We ate used to estimate c by

...2
n-ni

The estimate for is unbiased. From section 3.2. we know that (/2)v’Pv is

a Hence E(vTPv)fn_m)2. Thus

We denote by the square root of (we cannot claim that Ef), but & appears

to be a reasonable estimate for o’).

We also denote

t6) fA’PA)

Thus &f) is an estimate for The crucial point is now that

n—rn

has Student’s t— distribution with n—rn degrees of freedom. The proof is given by

the theorem of section 3.4. Just mind that = that has been denoted

by c, and that the denominator of the expression in the theorem of section 3.4.

is nothing but
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We are now able to specify a confidence interval for . After prescribing c, one

uses a table of the t— distribution to find k such that

p{—k tn_rn kj

Thus

or

— k() ÷ kf)]

Thus a ramdom interval has been specified which covers the unknown value Tx

with a prespecified probability.

4.4. Confidence regions for

The quantity

r.—rn

was seen to be an unbiased estimator for

Further more, in section 3.2. it was seen that

2 T
Z n-rn - n-rn — -

has the 2_ distribution with n—rn degrees of freedom. Confidence regions for

may be constructed as follows.
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(1) Iwo— sided confidence interval. After specifying the confidence level ,

choose q and r such that

p{q > z2-J = p{Z2n-rn > tj

Then

p{q rj

p{qfn-qrj=

p{fn—in <
< (n—rn)

(2) One— sided confidence interval of finite size. Choose q such that

nfl <I, =r n—rn

Then

(n—rn)
2] =

(3) One— sided confidence interval of infinite size. Choose r such that

=

Then

(n—rn) =

The choice of a confidence interval of type (1), (2), (3) depends on the

situation. If one is suspicious against a which are either too srnall or too
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large, then (1) is chosen. If one is suspicious against 2 which are too large,

then (2) is chosen. Similarly for (3).

4.5. Ellipsoidal confidence regions for sets of linear estimates.

We consider a set of p linear functions

1’ =

together with their BLUE’s

=

The matrix is of size prn. From section 3.3. we know that

(x4x)T ((ATpA)_lI)_l f—4x)

= ()T
()_1 (4)

has the %2_ distribution with p degrees of freedom.

We also know that

($x_,x)T ,(ATpA)_I,T)_l (x—$x)Jp
Fpnm (vTpv)fn

(J_)T ()1 (4)/p
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has an F— distribution with p and n—rn degrees of freedom. In these formulas we

denote as usual

(ATPA)_tT 2 • covariance of cP

(vTpv)/fn_m . .
. estimate for

f) (ATPA)T 2 estimate for Zt)

The above formulae put us into the position to specify ellipsoidal confidence

regions when is either known or unknown.

(1) 2 known. Choose a confidence level , find k such that

kj

Then

p{f_)T f—ø) kj

The riatrix is known and positive definite.

If M is any p*p positive definite matrix then all points (position vectors) x

fulfilling

x0_x)T M fx0—x) = c0

are situated on a p— dimensional ellipsoid. The ellipsoid has its center at x6.

The directions of the axes are the directions of the eigenvectors of M. The
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lengths of the axes are given by the square roots of c0 divided by the

eigenvalues of M. The points x fulfilling

M fx0—x) C0

are situated in the interior and at the boundary of the above ellipsoid.

If we intetptete and as position vectors of points, we see that al] points

fulfilling

()T ZfY f—) k

are situated in the interior and at the boundary of a p— dimensional ellipsoid

centered at . Thus we have specified an ellipsoidal region which covers the

unknown p— dimensional point with a prespecified probability .

(2) unknown. Choose and k such that

kj

i.e.

p{()T (-)/p kj

Hence an ellipsoidal region has been specified covering the unknown point • in

p— dimensional space with prescribed probability.
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5. Tests of linear hypotheses.

5.1. Linear hypotheses.

We again start from the familiar Gauss— Markoff model for n observations and m

unknowns

E(2) Ax, (2) Q, P

The unit weight error may be known or unknown. A linear hypotheses is a system

of p linear equations of the form

= C

The vector c is comprised of p pre— specified constants. One could say that a

linear hypothesis assumes that p linear functionals 4x on LA (the space of

adjusted observations) have certain pre— specified values c. This assumption is

usually called the “null hypothesis”. The “alternative hypothesis” would be that

Px.c.

The usual procedure to test the null hypothesis is the following one. The BLUE

for x is an m— dimensional random variable. It has the multidimensional Gauss

distribution with (unknown) mean x and covatiance matrix I(). Zf) may be known

or unknown. In the latter case tx) is an estimate for ((A’PA)2,

Z=vTPv/n_mn). The in— dimensional space Rm of realizations of is divided into

two regions, a region of acceptance and a region of rejection. If the outcome of

is in the region of acceptance, the null hypothesis is accepted (with some
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reservations). If is in the region of rejection, the null hypothesis is

rejected (definitely).

As regions of acceptance the confidence intervals of chapter 4 may be used with

the roles of 4) and interchanged. The region of acceptance is thus an ellipsoid

centered at P=c. The region of rejection is the complementary region. It is seen

that a certain probability is associated with a test. 1— is the probability

of rejecting a true null hypothesis. In section 4 on confidence intervals, was

called “level of confidence”. Now we call 1— the “level of significance”.

Rejecting a true null hypothesis is called “error of the first kind”. The

probability of accepting a false hypothesis, i.e. the probability of an “error

of the second kind”, is more difficult to specify. It depends on “how wrong” the

null hypothesis is, i.e. it depends on cPx—c. If 4)x—c is small, then the

probability of an error of the second kind is neat , and is therefore quite

large. This is the reasonwy acceptance of the null hypothesis is done with some

reservation. A subsequent, larger sample could lead to rejection of an earlier

accepted hypothesis.

5.2. Tests of variances.

If is unknown, an estimate is available as

Tpv
d
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where is a pre— specified value. The

of the — distribution with n—in degrees

significance 1— which is small. Recall

section 4. As explained in section 4.4.,

null hypothesis

of freedom. One

that was called

one finds q and

can be tested by means

specifies a level of

confidence level in

r such that

The interval

p{q : (n—rn)
!2

r}

tn—in) r
0•0

q 2 2 ta 2or

is the region of acceptance. The complementary region is the region of

rejection.

Remark: If one is suspicious that i might have been specified as too small, one

is better advised to use a one sided region of acceptance. One finds r such

that

ptfn in) r =-J
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and uses the region of acceptance

2 2

5.3. A simple example.

A base line used for comparison measurements has a known

newly delivered distance meter gives values

E(2) I = f1) = t,2

length of 1.51.723 in. A

i1,. . .,20 listed in table 5.1.

The company specifies a standard deviation (root mean square error) of =5nim.

I vi104 i vi*I04

1 151.745 — 105 11 151.752 — 175
2 .743 — 85 12 .730 + 45
3 .728 + 65 13 .724 ÷ 105
4 .728 + 65 14 .71.1 + 235
5 .744 — 95 15 .745 — 105
6 .724 + 105 16 .732 — 35
7 .739 — 45 17 .730 + 45
8 .721 + 135 18 .733 + t5
9 .744 — 95 19 .738 — 35

10 .731 + 35 20 .742 — 75

Reading of a distance meter for a base line with known length of 151..723 m’s.

We first check the hypothesis d=5mnm. We perform an adjustment whose Gauss—

Markoff model is

Table 5.1

This is the model for direct observations of equal accuracy, the most elementary
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model of least squares adjustment.

The BLUE for x is the arithmetic mean

20
x = 1. 151.7345 In

iI

We calculate corrections (residuals) v. which are also shown in table 5.1.

One computes

I vTv -f- mni 103.95 mm2

= 10.2 mm

We are suspicious that has been specified to small. Hence we perform a one—

sided test as explained in the remark at the end of the previous subsection.

Under the null hypothesis 05mm the quantity

(n-m)
o

has a 2-distribution with n—m (=19) degrees of freedom. Taking 1—0.05, i.e.

=0.95, and using a table for the 2 distribution, we find

p{z219 30.1) 0.95

or
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p(19 30.1} 0.95
U0

or

> 2]
= 0.05

The region of rejection is

30.1 ,.,..

or

1.26 = 6.29 mm

Our value o’=10.2mm is in the region of rejection. Thus the hypothesis is

rejected. We use 10.2mm instead of cr05mm in further tests.

Remark: Note that there is no reason to put all the blame on the company. It may

have been that the instrument was not used according to the specifications.

Our next null hypothesis concerns the measured length of the base line. We

postulate that

151.723 m = c

Thus the null— hypothesis assumes that the baseline has been measured without

any systematic error. We need information on the variance of . Because ci05mrn

has been rejected, we do not calculate
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= h 1.25 mm2

but we rather estimate

I 2 (lfJ 2)2 2 2fx) = = mm = 5.20 mm

or

2.3 mm

Under the null hypothesis the quantity

x—c

dCX)

whose observed value is

t51.7345 — 151.723
0.0023 5.0

has a t— distribution with 19 degrees of freedom. Confer sections 3.4. and 4.3.

Using a table for the t— distribution we find

p{-2.09 t19 2.09) = 0.95

It is seen that the null hypothesis is rejected.

The region of acceptance can also be displayed as
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151.723 — 2.09*0.0023 x 151.723 + 2.09*0.0023

151.7l8 in 151.7278

The value =151.7345!n is outside this range. We conclude that either the

instrument is wrong, or that the base line has changed its length, or that the

measurement was biased for some reason.

5.4. A sophisticated example.

It shall be tested whether a dam is subsiding as time goes on. After finishing

the construction of the dam the leveling network shown in fig.5.t was measured.

It will be called the time 1— network.

Fig. 5. 1 lime 1— network

S

The points 7,8,9 are situated on the dam. The other points 1,.. .,6 are located

on firm ground. The height of point 1 is assumed to be known.

1 2 3

h
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After the lapse of some time (one year maybe), new levelings were carried out.

The same instrument and rods were used, the same observer as well. Also

otherwise it was attempted to measure under the same conditions as they were

given during the first measurement. This justifies the assumption that the unit

weight error was the same for both time periods.

Not all height differences were releveled at the second time. The network for

the second measurement (i.e. the time 2— network) looked as shown in fig.5.2.

1 2 3

I —

5 6
4

Fig.5.2 Time 2— network

The null hypothesis postulates that the heights of points 7,8,9 did not change.

Rejection of the null hypothesis means that at least one height has changed.

The procedure for testing the null hypothesis goes on as follows. Both networks

are combined, whereby the points 7,8,9 are duplicated by considering points

7’,8’,9’ in addition. The unprimed points refer to time 1, the primed points

refer to time 2. The combined network looks as shown in fig.5.3.
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Ef2) Ax, Z(1) = 1u2

We have n=34 and m=1I, n—m=23. The vector of parameters x comprises the height

of the points 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,7’,8’,9’

(H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, H7, H8, H9, H7•, H8t, H91)T

— c.s.ie —

2

7

4 5 6

9,

Fig.5.3 Combined network

Note that the points 7 and 7’ should actually be drawn on top of each other.

However for ease of comparison we have shifted 7’ slightly away from 7. The

solid lines represent the measurements at time I, the dashed lines represent

those at time 2. The points 7,8,9 are only connected to measurements at tine 1,

the points 7’,8’,9’ only to those at time 2.

The combined network is now adjusted in agreement with the Gauss— Markoff model
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From the vector of 34 residuals we calculate

34
=

i1

We compute the estimate of the unit weight error

IT1T
— 34—11

— 123

The covariance of the adjusted heights is estimated as

f) (ATA)_l 2

The null hypothesis is the following linear hypothesis

H7 H71

H8 = H81

H9 H91

or

H7 — H71 = 0

H8 — H81

H9 — H91

or

o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 —1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0—1 0 x 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0—1 0
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This is denoted

c 0, i.e. c = 0

The best estiniates for x are

whereby comprises the adjusted heights

(2 H3, H4, H5, H6, H j j
,

fl, )T

Under the null hypothesis the quantity

F323 f)T f)I ()/3

with

f) (ATA)T 2

has the F— distribution with 3 and 23 degrees of freedom. Specifying a

significance level of 1—=0.05, and using a table for the F— distribution, one

finds

p{F323 3.03) = 0.95
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The region of acceptance is therefore given by

()T f) < 3 * 3.03

Remark:. The above outlined testing procedure requires the calculation of

ATA)_lT, which may not be easy if conventional software for least squares

adjustment is used. The second theorem of section 3.3. offers another

possibility to calculate F323. From the above adjustment of the combined

network one just notes vTv. The combined network is then adjusted a second time,

whereby the pairs of points (7,7’), (8,8’), (9,9’) are identified. This is

equivalent to an adjustment of

Ef2) Ax

l’x 0

with 0 as given above. The equations Ox 0 •are used to eliminate H71, H8,, H91,

so to speak.

Thus, during the second adjustment, one has only 8 parameters instead of 11.

These parameters are

H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, H7, H8, H9)T

From the residuals v of the second adjustment one calculates vcTvc.
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According to th2 second theorem of section 3.3., the quantity

I I
F

—
v v — v v 3

3,23
—

(T)f23

is the same as that one used in the earlier procedure.

Problem: Our null hypothesis was: “The heights of the points 7,8,9 did not

change”. The alternative hypothesis was therefore “At least one height changed”.

A change of height is either a decrease or an increase. One may wish to exclude

the possibility of increasing heights on a dam which is expected to subside.

Hence the null hypothesis could be formulated differently as follows: “The

heights of points 7,8,9 did not decrease”. Can you imagine a test procedure for

this modified null hypothesis?
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auf dern Bessel’schen Ellipsoid für Strecken bis 300 km im Bereich
zwischen den geographischen Bceiten 450 und 5730l. 33 Seiten, OS 45.

2 HUBENY K. (1959): Formeln und Tafein zur Berechnung dec geodàtischen
Hauptaufgaben Uber Normalschnitte für beliebige E]lipsoide und beliebige
Entfernungen. 29 Seiten, OS 45.

3 MORIIZ H. (1959): Untersuchungen über eine direkte LOsung der 2. Haupt—
aufgabe auf dem Rotationsellipsoid für beliebige Entfernungen. 16 Sei—
ten, OS 35.

4 HUBENY K. (1960): Die LOsung dec geodätischen Hauptaufgaben nach Bessel—
Jordan. Etweiterte und neue Forrneln sowie Tafein für die Ellipsoide von
Bessel und Hayford irn Beceich zwischen den geographischen Breiten 450

und 58°. 65 Seiten, OS 50.

5 HUBENY K. (1960): Formein und Tafein zur Berechnung dec geodàtischen
Hauptufgaben über beliebige Entfecnungen (Internationales Ellipsoid).
44 Seiten, OS 50.

6 HUBENY K., K. RINNER (1966): Vorlesungen am II. Fortbildungskurs für
Praktikec an der Iechnischen Hochschule in Graz vooi 5. bis 7. Oktober
1964. 156 Seiten, 0550.

7 RINNER K. (1967): Geodàtische Programme un Rechenzentruni raz (Stand
9. Oktobec 1967). 191 Seiten, OS 50.

8 RINNER K. (1968): Vorlesungen am III. Fortbildungskurs für Praktiker an
der Iechnischen Hochschule in Graz vom 9. bis 12. Oktobec 1967. 282 Sei—
ten, 0550.

9 RINNER K., C. BRANDSTTTER (1971): Forschungsberichte Ubec Erdgezeiten
und Satellitengeodàsie. 121 Seiten, OS 50.

10 FELDBACHER F., K. HUBENY, K. RINNER (1971): Beitrge zur ellipsoidischen
Geometrie und zu Mikrowellen— und Lasermessungen für groBe Entfernungen.
78 Seiten, 0550.



11 RINNER K. (1972): Proceedings of the International Symposium uSatellite
and Terrestrial Triangu]atio&’; 2 volumes: 1) Sessions of the West Euro
pean Sub—Commission of the International Commission for Artificial Satel
lites, I,A..; 2) Sessions of the Special Study group 1.26 of the lAG.
612 Seiten, öS 300.

12 BITTMANN 0., G. KRAJICEK, P. MEISSL (1973): Microcomputer Cornpucorp
320 G und 322 G, die BenUtzung und Anwendungsbeispiele für die Vermes—
sungstechnik. 53 Seiten, öS 30.

13 RINNER K. (1973): Berichte Uber Forschungsarbeiten. 57 Seiten. öS 50.

14 FRIEDL J., G. KRA]ICEK, P. MEISSL (1974): Iaschenrechner Hewlett—Packard
HP—45, die BenUtzung und Anwendungsbeispiele für die Vermessungstechnik.
60 Seiten, öS 50.

15 BARTELME N., P. MEISSL (1974): Strength Analysis of Distance Networks.
57 Seiten, óS 50.

16 CHESI G., K. RINNER (1974): Tabellen zur meteocologischen Reduktion von
Entfernungsmessungen mit dem Geodimeter 8. 100 Seiten, öS 100.

1? BITTMANN o., P. MEISSL (1974): Empfohlene Algocithmen zur Programmierung
geodtischer Rechenaufgaben. I. Einfache Kootdinatenrechnungen in der
Ebene, 35 Seiten, öS 50.

18 MEISSL P., K. RINNER (1975): Voctrãge am IV. Fortbildungskurs für Prakti—
ker des Vermessungswesens an dec Technischen Universitát in Graz voai 25.
bis 27. November 1974. 290 Seiten, öS 130.

19 LACHAPELLE G. (1975): Determination of the Geoid using Fleteregeneous
Data. 121 Seiten, öS 150.

20 MEISSL P., H. MORITZ, K. RINNER (1975): Contributions of the Graz Group
to the XVI. General Assembly of IUGG/IAG in Grenoble. 308 Seiten,
öS 150.

21 BENZ F., K. RINNER (1976): Verfahren zur Verminderung des Einflusses der
Bodenreflexion bei dec Entfernungsmessung mit Mikrowellen. 97 Seiten,
öS 100.

22 RINNER K. (1976): Bericht über Laser— und Mikrowellenmessungen im Test—
netz Steiermark. 109 Seiten, öS 100.

23 RINNER K. (1976): Bericht zur Meeresgeodàsie und Satellitengeodásie. 111
Seiten, öS 100.



24 MEISSL P. (1976): Ernpfohlene Algorithmen zur Programmierung geodätischer
Rechenaufgaben. II. Punktverwaltung rnittels Massenspeicher. 69 Seiten,
öS 50.

25 MEISSL P., K. SIUBENVOLL (1977): Em Cornputer—Programtnsystem zur Verdichtung
trigonornetrischer Netze. 129 Seiten, bS 100.

26 KRYNSKI ]., H. NOE, K.P. SCHWARZ, H. SONKEL (1977): Numerical Studies and
Programs for Interpolation and Collocation. 67 Seiten, öS 50.

27 HUBENY K., A. REITHOFER (1977): Isotherrne Koordinatensysteme und konforine
Abbildungen des Rotationsellipsoides mit Tafein und Programrnen zur konforrnen
Abbildung fur die Ellipsoide von Bessel, Hayford, Krasowsky und für das
Referenzellipsoid 1967. 222 Seiten, öS 200.

28 SONKEL H. (1977): Die Darstellung geodätischer Integralformein dutch bi—
kubische Spline—Funktionen. 161 Seiten, öS 150.

29 LEBERL F. (1977): Proceedings of the International Symposium on Image Pro
cessing — Interactions with Photograminetry and Remote Sensing, 3—5 October,
1977, raz. 250 Seiten, öS 160.

30 ALLMER F. (1977): Dr. Ing. h.c. Eduard Ritter von Orel, dem Erfinder des
Stereo—Autographen zum 100. Geburtstag. 41 Seiten, öS 50.

31 KRYNSKY ]. (1978): Possibilities of Low—low Satellite Tracking for Local
eoid Improvement. 67 Seiten, öS 70.

32 GERONTOPOULOS P. (1978): Molodensky’s Problem in the Plane. 160 Seiten,
öS 200.

33 LEBERL F. (1980): Beiträge zur Radargrammetrie und digitalen Bildverarbei—
tung. 230 Seiten, öS 200.

34 HUBENY K. (1980): Die Klothoide (Formeln, Iafeln, Beispiele). 122 Seiten,
öS 120.

35 RINNER K. et al. (1980): Festschrift zur Enieritierung von Prof. Dr. K.
Hubeny. 200 Seiten, öS 200.

36 NOE H. (1980): Numerical Investigations on the Problem of Molodensky. 80
Seiten, öS 90.

37 BARTELME N., B. HOFMANN—WELLENHOF, P. MEISSL (1980): Empfohlene Algorithmen
zur Programmierung geodàtischer Rechenaufgaben. III. Zugriff auf Medaten—
datei. 200 Seiten, öS 180.



38 LICHTENEGGER H., K. RINNER (1982): Verzeichnis der HabiHtationen, Disserta—
tionen, Diplornarbeiten sowie von Seminar— und Proseminararbeiten 1960—1981.
81 Seiten, dS 100.

39 CHEN C.—Y. (1982): geodetic Datum and Doppler Positioning (Dissertation).
255 Seiten, öS S 200.

40 MORIIZ H. et al. (1982): Geodaesia Universalis. Eestschrift Karl Rinner zum
70. eburtstag. 382 Seiten, aS 250.

41 MORITZ H., H. SONKEL (1982): geodesy and tlobal Geodynamics. 689 Seiten,
öS 400.

42 RINNER K., H. LICHTENEGGER (1982): Proceedings of the International Sym
posium uEducation in Geodesy”, Sept. 27—29, 1982, Graz, Austria.

43 HEISSI P. (1982): Least Squares Adjustment. A Modern Approach. 440 Seiten,
öS 450.

44 ALLMER F. (1983): Biographie Peter Meissi fin Yorbereitung —in preparation).


